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Recommendation:
That the Queensland Government:
 Increase the budget allocation to ATSI TIDS
 Expand transport infrastructure funding to include repairs and
maintenance as well as capital works


Ensure budget allocations to funding streams provide sufficient
funds to enable infrastructure repairs, upgrades and renewals that
meet the standards and compliance requirements of government
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Background
The ongoing nature of the ATSI TIDS funding stream is valuable and Torres Strait Island
Council appreciates this commitment from the Queensland Government.

The yearly depreciation on TSIRC transport infrastructure is, however, in the order of $6
million per year. ATSI TIDS typically funds TSIRC to $2.5 million per year. This significant
gap translates to significant deterioration of our transport infrastructure as renewals cannot
occur as and when required. As a remote, island region our infrastructure includes roads
but also significant air and marine assets.

Key Issues
In addition to this funding gap, TIDS funding focuses on capital works and so does not
fund our significant repairs and maintenance requirements.

For instance, currently the barge access approaches at Poruma and Masig have major
sand build up. This risks the capacity of barges to land and deliver essential goods, and
poses a navigational risk to all vessels.

Council cannot conduct essential ongoing

maintenance such as in these examples unless we receive funds to do so.

The underfunding of ATSI TIDS means that Council never has sufficient funds to conduct
major upgrades. Upgrading just one wharf, for example, would consume our yearly ATSI
TIDS allocation of around $2.5 million, leaving no funds for other renewal and replacement
requirements.

The snowball effect of chronic underfunding also means that marine and other transport
facilities will fail to meet future compliance requirements such as those approaching under
the Disability Discrimination Act. The Queensland government has a responsibility to align
its own standards and compliance requirements with sufficient funds to allow Council to
meet these obligations.
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